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Talk of Benjamin Pütter with Prabhudas Gandhi, Pardi, September 1988

[0:00:00]
B. Pütter: Prabhudasbhai, the story of your life. You have told us already two days ago

about – something about Phoenix ashram, how many people stayed there and
how you stayed with Bapu. So, what happened afterwards, after your time in
Phoenix ashram when you came back to India?

Prabhudas: Do you want to know how it was work in the Phoenix ashram or here?

B. Pütter: Both.

Prabhudas: My uncle, younger than my father, my father’s brother Maganlal Gandhi. He
once wrote to Bapu that we should have some better name of this place. We
said that we didn’t – the ashram word was not there in our South Africa. We
used to say Phoenix settlement and that was in Natal Province, and one Bapu
centre was in Transvaal. He named that place Tolstoy Farm, so that was one
farm and this was settlement. And you can imagine that Bapu when he was in
Johannesburg and Durban also that this thing – he is barrister and he’s working
for that he also attended the church and some priests, and I was not there at the
Sunday that time, but Bapu was so keen about it that once from Sabarmati
ashram to Ahmedabad station, and those days there were no buses, road was
very metal road not this. Road for the motor road, and any mail train, the
express train, would not stop at Sabarmati Station. So, when Bapu had to go
anywhere he used to go walking from Sabarmati ashram to Ahmedabad station
junction not less than I say six kilometres or so. So long.

On those days there was only one bridge over Sabarmati. Nowadays there are
three or four bridges so that bridge is where it was hour long. And when he used
to go he would take anyone with him just to help him carry some his bedding or
so. So once he was going station and I had some – Bapu had two bags in his
hands. I had little bed in my roll, bed roll and little things together. At that time
he passed from the church, it was in the way. He told me that we have prayers
in the ashram but we should be keen to go often in church and see, attend that
also. That he was advised. So, I want to say that Bapu was very fond of having
talks and listening the Bible and all this.

[0:05:02]
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In that way, in Christian there are very various ways of worship. I think that was
the one Quaker society, it was called settlement there, they had also work there
and I didn’t see it but I know there are talks which was going on with our elder
people. So, in that settlement there was one group how to stay together, how to
labour, how to have simple life, that was there. So, in that way in foreign
country we Indians should be – Indians also should have good way of life. There
was civilisation. There civilisation is not very low it is also high
[0:06:16][inaudible], but we should leave it there. Our civilisation we must
practice and people should know that we are also civilised people, we are not
uncivilised. That was Bapu’s idea.

So, in that way – I forget the name of that settlement, we used to have name
also but then we said this is our Phoenix settlement. But, we were also in
foreign country also we were very keen to have our own mother tongue and
mother language in talking. So, my uncle wrote to Bapu that we should change,
have the name, Indian name of this place and that is later Bapu’s letter in his
handwriting. I have seen that letter, I wrote it to – I printed also and in that
letter he says that there is no need to change the name of Phoenix because he
said, you should know the Greek story about Phoenix. That is a bird, very
peculiar bird. It is not paired it is single but there is no male and female in it and
that bird is called Phoenix. I don’t know Greek – it is Greek story or that old
story of Europe. But when his life is – after love life that bird when it dies it
burns itself in flame and there is ashes there, and from ashes new bird is born.
No born with female and male, but that is what idea, that burn yourself, go to
ashes and then you will have new life.

So, he said that Phoenix we aim, we want to become all just like Phoenix bird.
We will go to ashes and from our ashes we shall have more good civilisation. So,
he never changed the name of Phoenix. It was an occasion that the – you know
something geography of South Africa. In Natal it was Durban on the sea shore or
Indian sea shore, ocean of India. Just here we have Bombay, Porbandar, then we
had Durban there, and from Durban near the south end of the
[0:09:57][inaudible] Africa. So, from Durban they had railway line called north
coast line because that from south train was going upward north.

[0:10:19]
In that line there was I think fifth or sixth, maybe seventh, no less, we were sixth,
railway station was Phoenix, named us Green Park, [0:10:36][inaudible],
Phoenix, [inaudible]. I remember the names. [0:10:41][inaudible], Tongaat,
they were all the stations. And in that station, in that both sides railway line, we
had very big, big, plantations there, very plantations of sugar, sugar plantations
owned by Europeans, the white people. It may be Dutch or English, anyone but
not any Asian, not Asiatic. We were called Asiatic. They were called Europeans.
So, all the good place, cultivating lands that was possessed by white people and
black people had to go in the place where there is no cultivation, no farm, in that
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way. But this was the line, that line the Phoenix station and from Phoenix
station our Bapu bought a piece of land, was 100 acres, big land, and that big
land he called Phoenix station and we were asked to stay there. So, the idea of
being for good work, for good work we will sacrifice, we will work and we will go
to ashes but we won’t step back. That was the idea in Phoenix and that is Bapu’s
aim to live in that way. So, that I had to tell you, that that was Phoenix.

Now, I will go to – not by time, but I will say here and there. This Phoenix
settlement was started in 1904 or end of 1903. That I don’t know, I should see
Bapu’s diary also but it is between three and four. And Tolstoy Farm was started
in 1909. The Phoenix was at Durban just like here near Rajkot. This is 14
kilometres, that was 16 miles, but city was very big so we walked – when we
walked 12 miles, we went to city then we had the opportunity to get the city
tram. So at least we had to walk 12 miles, but go to the point where steamers
and navies there, then it was 16 miles. So, we said we have 12 to 16 miles we
walk for going there. This Tolstoy Farm was 21 mile from Johannesburg. This is
from so, Bapu’s office was in Johannesburg. He was practicing and at that time
he had so much work in his office that I don’t know two typist or one typist, but
two or three European and two or three Indians, six clients worked with Bapu.

[0:15:24]
And he had very – practicing was very much wide but even he had practiced at
that time he had his own way. There was just as every Indian should have some
passport, some license so inside for giving licence he would take one pound. For
getting passport, for bargaining for – pleading for passport he will take two
pounds and for every Indian not more than three pounds. He may attend court
ten times or six months, not more than three pounds. In that way he had steady
income but not big, big [0:16:28][inaudible]. So, he was not puzzled. His mind
was quite, you say, patience, no excitement and that is why whilst practicing also
he studied several religion; Bible, Koran, and our [0:16:57][inaudible], read in
English. That time he didn’t know Sanskrit so much, but all the religions read at
that time.

But Tolstoy Farm was not – what do you say – Bapu’s possession. It was a land
bought or possessed by our friend Mr. Kallenbach, German friend. He had very
good garden and when they similarly when the [0:17:39][inaudible] was going
on more and more and many people went to jail then the families of those
people should be maintained. For them that was a camp. That was a camp of
families, of this civil disobedience, satyagraha, and there he had gone to practice
there. But I want to say that from there also Bapu got up at two thirty in the
early mornings and that place was not less cold than your German place. Very
cold place. In that cold weather he used to put on suit, coat, socks, that was out
there, but he will make it ready, prepare it, sleep after night prayers and get up
at two thirty or three and start walking and before sun is up he will enter his
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office. Twenty miles, twenty one miles walking five hours or four hours, and
some young people went in less than four hours. They captured so much.

Here also he had made vow not to sleep in city. So, he’ll work whole day in
Johannesburg, at night he will come to Tolstoy Farm. Here he will work whole
day to Durban, at night he will come to ashram. So, I myself was in Phoenix
ashram and not in Tolstoy Farm, but both Bapu’s life was developed same place.
From Johannesburg he was – he had to take the case of Indians, mostly Indian
people cannot enter in Transvaal.

[0:20:30]
The Transvaal was it was called not province but colony, Transvaal colony,
Orange colony, Cape colony, Natal colony. They said that not province but
colony it was that. So, in Transvaal it was not English possession, it was
procession was Denmark at that time, before we say 9 and 9 I think, yes. This
century, 18th century, in the end of 18th century it is already in his possession.
But anyhow in those days the investigated and got that there is ample gold
surrounding Johannesburg. It was just gold field. We will say this petrol field,
this is gold field, that was gold field and when it [0:21:47][inaudible] gold field
then English people thought that it should be [inaudible]. It was not good
cultivating land. Cultivating was Natal. Sugar land all this was in Natal but that
was when they found gold there then anyhow there was a war between Dutch
and English people. That was war I think in 1896 or ’98. I forget the year.

I want to say, when Dutch people were there, our Indians went there and they
had some shops and some their own homes and they settled there. They were
earning good earning there so when English people started war they said Indians
are our empire person and they are – you say – [0:23:31][inaudible].

B. Pütter: Justice.

Prabhudas: No justice. They had no justice and their guides were not properly cared by
these Dutch people. So we want to protect our Indian people also. That day said
what is the use if the government stand. They said that they will protect them,
but after they were…

B. Pütter: Taking over the land?

Speaker 3: Loose, lost.

Prabhudas: They lost, Dutch people lost and English took hold of the province. First of all
they started to get rid of the Indians from that place, they don’t want them.
They don’t get their licence, they don’t hawkers, they can’t have any shops and
near the goldfield India should not [0:24:47][inaudible] and so no going there,
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and that was so. So, that was difficult to have that justice and their business to
do in that Africa, in Transvaal.

[0:25:06]
And white barrister cannot help so much so Indian barrister had all the cases and
for each case he has it needs to be approved so it was going on. So, it was
helping them and for the justice Bapu worked there in South Africa and Natal. It
was separate and when our [0:25:39][inaudible] began we had to cross the
border of Natal in Transvaal and then to cross the border police will take them
and put them in Natal boundary, but again we will go there so we will be
arrested and they will arrest and have the jails. That was going on, civil issues,
that was the way which went in that way. So, all this was – you will have to learn
that. The three races were there; white, Asians – that we say yellow, yellow
people, white people and black people. All three in Durban were in same
quantity. As much they say if there is 10,000 Europeans then 10,000 Indians and
10,000 blacks.

So, when I started to see the history I thought it was arranged by God. All the
three race come together and they have to stay together and not fight, that was
the point there. And that point was worked out by Bapu that all people should
come at one place and not fight but friendly staying. [0:27:18][inaudible] cheery
that way, but as this was going on, then when there was war Bapu said that we
Indians are British subject.

[Side Conversation]

Speaker 3: The British used to say that the Indians…

Prabhudas: Not British but Bapu said. We are…

[Side Conversation]

Speaker 3: So, Bapu said that the Indian people who were in Africa were not only the people
of the British king but were representatives of Great Britain in South Africa, and
so they should have equal rights as they would have in Britain in Africa and they
should not treated as animals.

Speaker 4: Second class citizens.

Prabhudas: As we had our rights in London why not in Durban. That was the cause there.
So, that was political work and when the war began Bapu said that justice is in
that Dutch people. Justice this was unjust by British but because we are British
people we will have to serve British. We will help British in war. You want to
stop the war but Bapu at that time said we will help war. We would like to help
you. Then English people said we don’t want any white people here – no any
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